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The Four Cultures: Hybridizing Science and Humanities, East and West (Topic : International/Global Ethics) C.P. Snow’s seminal article on the “two cultures” epitomizes a kind of analysis that is universally approved and that has changed almost nothing in the real world as of yet. Today, we can address the issue of cultural fragmentation and its drawbacks in a situation where a globalized communication network and a globalizing way of life blur the boundaries of human activities. In the present state of affluence, material and informational, the problems we face in applied ethics, philosophy of technology, and sustainability are consequences of our thinking in a determined and closed cultural system. The lines of fragmentation are Science/Humanities and East/West. During the first modern (industrial) period, this fragmentation certainly functioned as a fueling device for competition. In the post-modern and globalized world this fragmentation is the major impediment to the culture we need, a culture that I would describe as wisdom, neither science nor humanities, neither eastern nor western, but at the same time rational, humanistic, caring, and efficient. This fragmentation of disciplines, professional skills, cultures, methods, and credibility is no match for the globalization of issues: climate change, world trade, nuclear weapons, development, bioethics, nanotechnologies, etc. My point is: not only is hybridizing culture now a politically correct option, a sort of folklore-synthesis sub-discipline, it is the overall and new fundamental need of thought; what deserves to be thought, as Heidegger would have put it. Simultaneously a philosopher of fundamental issues (metaphysics) and a philosopher of technology, a European classical scholar and an admirer of Gandhi, an academic and a life-long Japanese martial arts adept, I consider this quest for a new wisdom as a personal affair and a professional vocation. This paper will explore paths and bridges to intensify the hybridizing process according to the following picture :



- Heidegger - philosophies of the self and of care



Science



- medicine - technology



West



East



- R.W. Emerson - H.D. Thoreau Humanities



- philosophy of technology - applied ethics



- Buddhism and Zen - Gandhi - martial arts
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